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Abstract

We provide a new model of consumption–saving decisions which explicitly allows for i
nal commitment mechanisms and self-control. Agents have the ability to invoke either auto
processes that are susceptible to the temptation of ‘over-consuming,’ or alternative control pr
which require internal commitment but are immune to such temptations. Standard models in
ioral economics ignore such internal commitment mechanisms. We justify our model by sh
that much of its construction is consistent with dynamic choice and cognitive control as th
understood in cognitive neuroscience.

The dynamic consumption–saving behavior of an agent in the model is characterized by
ple consumption–saving goal and a cut-off rule for invoking control processes to inhibit auto
processes and implement the goal. We discuss empirical tests of our model with available ind
consumption data and we suggest critical tests with brain-imaging and experimental data.
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1. Introduction

Consider the standard economic approach to the study of consumption and
behavior, after Friedman’s Permanent Income Hypothesis and Modigliani’s Life-Cycl
pothesis (Friedman, 1956 and Modigliani and Brumberg, 1954), respectively). It inv
an agent choosing a feasible consumption planct to maximize his presentexponentially
discounted utility. Recently, behavioral economists have criticized this approach1 on the
basis of a vast amount of empirical evidence in experimental psychology indicatin
agents may have a preference for present consumption that cannot be rationaliz
exponential discounting.2 They have suggested an alternative specification of discoun
quasi-hyperbolic discounting,3 which rationalizes the preference for present consump
as a form of time inconsistency.4

When preferences are time inconsistent, agents’ decisions are not only determi
rationality: At each stage agents must make decisions based on expectations re
their own future decisions, which will be based on different preference orderings
the present one. Such expectations must therefore be determined in equilibrium. T
havioral economics literature models dynamic decisions as a sequential game b
different ‘selves’, each one choosing at a different time, and it restricts the analy
Markov Perfect Nash equilibria.5 By considering only Markovian strategies of a ga
between present and future selves the behavioral economics literature implicitly m
agents as lacking any form of internal psychological commitment ability, or self-contro6,7

This is hardly justified. First of all the experimental evidence which contradicts e
nential discounting does not automatically deliver an alternative theory of dynamic ch
these experiments are explicitly designed to avoid choices that require commitment
control.8 Moreover, a vast theoretical and experimental literature in psychology do
fact study the problem of dynamic choice, and identifies various internal commitmen
self-control strategies that agents use to implement their objectives.9 It is our contention

1 See, e.g., Laibson (1996), O’Donoghue and Rabin (1999).
2 See, e.g., Ainsle (1992, 2001), Ainsle and Haslam (1992), Frederick et al. (2002) for comprehensive s
3 Psychologists favor a related specification,hyperbolic discounting; see, e.g., Herrnstein (1961), de Villie

and Herrnstein (1976), and Ainsle (1992).
4 Of course, quasi-hyperbolic discounting (or even, more generally, time inconsistency) is not the only p

way to rationalize the experimental evidence. Rubinstein (2003) shows how such evidence is consisten
specific form of procedural rationality, and Gul and Pesendorfer (2001) rationalize it with preferences ov
of actions, under standard rationality axioms.

5 See the special issue of theJournal of Economic Perspectives, 2001, on the topic, and the references there
6 We use internal commitment and self-control essentially as synonymous in this paper, following the s

use in economics and psychology. This is not to imply that internal commitment mechanisms are govern
‘self.’ In fact the cognitive control models we adopt as foundations of our analysis are careful in not requ
‘self’ or a ‘homunculus’; see the introduction to Monsell and Driver (2000).

7 But see Benabou and Tirole (2004), which exploits information asymmetries across different selv
Bayesian inference methods in the strategic interaction between the selves, to develop a theory of self-c

8 The design of these experiments aims to ‘uncover natural spontaneous preferences’ (Ainsle, 2001, p.
is, to ‘observe situations where the subject is not challenged to exercise self-control’ (Ainsle, 1992, p. 70

9 See, e.g., Kuhl and Beckmann (1985) for a survey, and Gollwitzer and Bargh (1996) for a collection of

on the topic.
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therefore that the dynamic choices of agents with time inconsistent preferences ca
properly understood without an explicit analysis of the dynamic commitment strat
involving self-control.

In this paper we provide a new model of consumption–saving decisions which e
itly allows for internal commitment mechanisms and self-control. We justify our m
by showing that much of its construction is consistent with cognitive control as it is
derstood in cognitive neuroscience.10 Agents have the ability to either invokeautomatic
processes that are susceptible to impulses or temptations, or alternativecontrol processes
which are immune to such temptations. Controlled process in our model induce the
to implement a set of goals, determined independently of impulses or temptations
ciated with the specific choice problem. The differential activation of the automatic
controlled processes determines which of the two is responsible for the agent’s choic
outcome depends on the future expected rewards associated to the actions induce
two processes. The neurobiological foundation of the basic postulate of this analys
internal commitment and self-control in dynamic choice operate as a form of cog
control, has never been tested with imaging data. We identify a critical dynamic c
experiment that can generate reaction time and brain imaging data to directly test th
tulate.

Based on this model of internal commitment and self-control, we develop a theo
dynamic decision-making which we apply to a standard consumption–saving pro
Agents trade off ‘excessive’ and ‘impulsive’ immediate consumption with a consump
saving rule requiring the exercise of self-control for its implementation. In partic
the present bias in the model derives from stochastic temptations that affect the a
consumption–saving choice each period. Self-control requires actively maintaining
tion to a specific goal, e.g., an optimal consumption–saving rule that is unaffect
temptations. Such a consumption–saving rule, to be implemented, requires inhibitor
nections that become stronger the higher is the cognizance of expected regret in re
to ‘impulsive’ and immediate consumption.

The behavior of an agent facing conflicting preference representations ove
consumption–saving choice can be simply summarized. At times the agent allows te
tions to affect his consumption–saving behavior by letting the automatic choice prev
this choice does not perturb his underlying consumption–saving plan too much, an
not have large permanent effects on his prescribed wealth accumulation pattern.
evaluating the effects of a deviation from prescribed consumption–saving patterns to
modate a temptation, agents do anticipate that such a temptation will in fact be fol
by other ones in the future, and their consumption–saving rule will reflect this anticip

We derive some implications of our cognitive model of self-control to better un
stand how changes in the external environment affect consumption–saving behav
example, we show that an environment with larger temptations is characterized by a
probability that self-control is exercised and temptations are inhibited. On the other ha
such an environment, agents set less ambitious saving goals, that is they consume

10 See Miller and Cohen (2001) and O’Reilly and Munakata (2000) for comprehensive surveys of the lit

on cognitive control.
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fraction of their accumulated wealth each time self-control is exercised. We show
an agent with lower cognitive control abilities, or, equivalently, an agent whose atte
is consumed by other important cognitive tasks, exercises self-control less frequent
furthermore, sets less ambitious goals in attempting to inhibit temptations. We stu
complexity of the consumption–saving goal that agents set for themselves. Psycho
constantly remark that the ‘complexity’ of goals reduces agents’ effectiveness in ta
self-regulation and in particular in tasks of self-control.11 According to this view, a cogni
tive task is simpler to implement the simpler are the goals, e.g., because simple go
not require exclusive attention. In such an environment, we characterize conditions
which an agent would gain from setting a simpler consumption–saving goal, e.g.,
stant saving rule, as opposed to a ‘complex’ goal, that is one contingent on the r
return on savings. We show that the simple consumption–saving goal may be pre
to the complex goal. More interestingly, the simple goal tends to be preferred if th
of return is small enough, as in this case self-control is of little use, and it is a dom
choice for the agent to consume a large fraction of his wealth each period. The s
goal will also tend to be preferred, for instance, if temptations grow large on average
is because when temptations are large enough both the complex and the simple g
optimally induce inhibition of the automatic processing most of the time, but the sim
goal is easier to actively maintain.

Finally, we compare the consumption–saving behavior implied by our model with
implied by standard behavioral models where agents have no internal commitment
In Section 3.4 we identify critical empirical tests of our model against these altern
with data on individual consumption, portfolio composition, and asset prices. We s
the existing evidence and document the following: ‘excess sensitivity’ of consumpt
greatly reduced in the case of large windfall gains, liquid assets are traded at a rel
large premium, agents tend not to consume nor borrow out of their real-estate equ
out of future life insurance benefits. We argue that this evidence in fact supports ou
nitive consumption–saving model.

2. A cognitive model of dynamic choice and control

In this section we introduce the notion of cognitive control and outline the theo
cal and empirical literature in the cognitive sciences that will form the foundation o
analysis of dynamic choice. We rely on models of cognitive control in neuroscience w
aim at developing a general integrated theory of cognitive behavior based on the fu
of the prefrontal cortex, as Braver et al. (1995); see also Miller and Cohen (2001
O’Reilly and Munakata (2000) for surveys. The core of such models is the classica
tinction betweenautomatic andcontrolled processing, as articulated, e.g., in Shiffrin a
Schneider (1977), Norman and Shallice (1980), Shallice (1988). Automatic process
based on the learned association of a specific response to a collection of cues, and
11 See for instance Baumeister et al. (1994), Gollwitzer and Bargh (1996), and Kuhl and Beckmann (1985).
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classical conditioning and Pavlovian responses.12 Controlled processes are instead ba
on the activation, maintenance, and updating of active goal-like representations in
to influence cognitive procedures, and possibly to inhibit automatic responses.13 Cogni-
tive control is the result of differential activations of automatic and controlled proce
pathways. Anexecutive function, or supervisory attention system, modulates the activatio
levels of the different processing pathways, based on the learned representation of e
future rewards.14 Cognitive control might fail, as controlled processes fail to inhibit au
matic reactions, because actively maintaining the representation of a goal is cost
to the severe biological limitations of the activation capacity of the supervisory atte
system of the cortex.15,16

As an illustration of the behavior and of the brain processes associated to cog
control, consider a specific cognitive control task, the Stroop task, after the experi
by Stroop in the 30s. The task consists in naming the ink color of either a confl
word or a non-conflicting word (e.g., respectively, saying ‘red’ to the word ‘green’ wr
in red ink; and saying ‘red’ to the word ‘red’ written in red ink). The standard pat
which is observed in this experiment is a higher reaction time for conflicting than
conflicting words. Moreover the reaction time is higher, in either case, than the re
time of a simple reading task; and the reaction time of a reading task is unaffected by
color. Cohen et al. (1990) have developed a ‘connectivist’ (loosely, biologically found17

12 Automatic processes are associated to the activation of various areas of the posterior cortex; see, e.g
et al. (1997).
13 Controlled processes are associated to sustained neural activity in the prefrontal cortex during cogniti
see Cohen et al. (1997) and Prabhakaran et al. (2000).
14 The areas of the brain specialized in representing and predicting future rewards are the midbrain nu
ventral tegmental area (VTA) and the substantia nigra; see Schultz et al. (1995) for neural recording
Bechara et al. (1996) for clinical studied of patients with brain lesions, and Schultz (1998) for a surve
biological processes which constitute the supervisory attention system modulating the activation of au
and controlled processing pathways rely possibly on the action of a neuro-transmitter, dopamine; see, e.g
and Cohen (2000) for a model of one such process, the ‘dopamine gating system.’ These processes do n
relying on an ‘homunculus’; see Monsell and Driver (2000).
15 The process of activating and maintaining relevant representations in the prefrontal cortex is analo
the process involved in working memory tasks; see Miyake and Shah (1999). Brain imaging evidence h
proposed which supports the direct role of working memory and attention in the executive function’s mod
of the interplay of automatic and controlled processes in cognitive control tasks; see, e.g., Engle (2001). A
Engle et al. (1999), Just and Carpenter (1992) on the limits of the activation capacity of the cortex.
16 The view that decision making arises from the interaction of automatic and cognitive processes, or
and rational states, is at least as old as the Bible. It has been exploited most notably in recent times in
analytic theory where it takes the form of theEgo and theId (see Freud, 1927). A formal model was introduc
in economics by Thaler and Shefrin (1981). The related work of Loewenstein (1996) and Bernheim and
(2004), like ours, is instead motivated by neurobiological evidence. The identification and the modeling
neural processes responsible for cognitive control, and especially of the mechanism which modulates th
ential activation of such processes, is the recent contribution of cognitive sciences which we are introdu
the study of dynamic decision making and which characterizes our approach. The foundations of our m
internal commitment and self-control lie in the explicit modeling of cognitive control processes rather t
visceral/rational dichotomy per se.
17 See McClelland and Rumelhart (1986); also, O’Reilly (1999) for a list of principles of ‘connectivist’ m

ing.
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cognitive control model of the Stroop task which generates the same pattern of re
times that are observed in the experiments; see also Braver et al. (1995) and Bra
Cohen (2000). In their model, word-reading is a strong association encoded in the po
cortex, which produces a rapid automatic response. The controlled processing as
the task is identified in naming the ink color: color-naming is a weaker association,
can override the stronger word-reading process if it is supported by the activation
prefrontal cortex to maintain the appropriate task-relevant goal by inhibiting the auto
reading association. Importantly, brain imaging data of subjects during Stroop sho
sustained neural activity in the prefrontal cortex that is consistent with this interpret
see Miller and Cohen (2001).18,19

The basic postulate of this paper is that internal commitment mechanisms an
control operate as cognitive control mechanisms in dynamic choice. We make th
nection between cognitive control, internal commitment, and self-control more prec
illustrating a possible cognitive control mechanism which might induce self-contro
simple delayed gratification choice task. In the next section we will extend our mod
delayed gratification choice into an analysis of a dynamic consumption–saving prob

Consider an agent planning his optimal consumption allocation between two p
in the future. In particular, an agent at timeτ = 0 must choose how to distribute a giv
income endowmentw for consumption in the future at timet > 0 and timet + 1. An agent
with preferences represented by utility functionU(c) for consumingc units of the con-
sumption good, and with exponential discounting at rateβ < 1, would solve the following
maximization problem:

max
ct ,ct+1

βt
[
U(ct ) + βU(ct+1)

]
(1)

s.t. ct + ct+1 � w. (2)

Let the solution to this problem be denoted by(c∗,w − c∗); it represents the agent’s go
or plan. When the same agent faces the same problem in the present, that is when
component of the choice can be consumed immediately,τ = t , the agent faces a differe
’temporary’ preference representation induced by a strong automatic association
favors immediate consumption over delayed consumption. For instance, the agent
rather consume in this casecI > c∗ at timet . In so doing the agent would ‘reverse’ his tim
preferences as the delayed gratification choice becomes nearer to the present, asτ tends
to t .20 The agent’s ability to delay gratification possibly results then only from inte

18 Furthermore, patients with frontal impairment have difficulties with the Stroop task; see Cohen and S
Schreiber (1992) and Vendrell et al. (1995).
19 Another extensively studied task which requires cognitive control is the anti-saccade. In these experim
interaction between automatic and controlled determinants of behavior is elicited through a task which r
the experimental subject to inhibit a powerful drive to automatically saccade to an abrupt visual cue; s
Curtis and D’Esposito (2003).
20 In fact, psychologists have documented this phenomenon, calledreversal of preferences, in several specific
experimental implementations of the delayed gratification choice task; see, e.g., Kirby (1997) and Kir
Herrnstein (1995), and Ainsle (1992, 2001), Ainsle and Haslam (1992), Frederick et al. (2002), Herrnstein
for comprehensive surveys. See Ainsle (1992) for an insightful discussion of the dependence of the incid

reversal of preferences on the experimental design.
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commitment mechanisms. We postulate that such mechanisms operate as cognit
trol. When the agent is given the delayed gratification choice at timeτ = t , an automatic
process is activated which would induce him to choosecI at time t , leavingw − cI for
time t + 1. At time t controlled processing is also activated. It operates through act
maintaining in the frontal cortex the representation of his planned consumption choc∗,
as a goal, and possibly overriding the choice induced by automatic processing by inh
its activation. Inhibitory connections are activated depending on expected future re
U(c∗) − U(cI ) + β[U(w − c∗) − U(w − cI )]. Since maintaining an active representat
is costly, in terms of the limited activation capacity of the supervisory attention system
postulate that inhibitory connections override the automatic processing pathway if

U(c∗) − U
(
cI

) + β
[
U(w − c∗) − U

(
w − cI

)]
> b (3)

for some parameterb measuring attention costs, or the costs of maintaining a represen
in active memory.21 The interpretation ofb as attention costs is consistent with the class
view in psychology that considers self-control a form of attention control.22,23 U(c∗) −
U(cI ) + β[U(w − c∗) − U(w − cI )] can be interpreted as a measure of theregret (in
utility scale) the agent faces once his ‘temporary’ preference representation vanishe
has chose to consumecI .24

The neurobiological foundation of the basic postulate of this analysis, that self-c
in delayed gratification choice tasks is a specific form of cognitive control has never
tested with imaging data.25 This would require developing a ‘connectivist’ model of d
layed gratification choice, along the lines of Cohen et al.’s (1990) model of Stroop
delayed gratification choice task could then be implemented experimentally to indu
subjects to exercise internal commitment mechanisms that override the impulse to
preferences. Reaction time and imaging data from this experiment, when matched w
generated by the delayed gratification choice model, could be used to test whether
tive control drives the operation of internal commitment mechanisms and self-contro
Fig. 1 for a more detailed representation of the delayed gratification choice task e
ment.

Some indirect evidence in favor of our analysis of the delayed gratification task ha
collected by cognitive psychologists. Our analysis in fact, based on the limitation o
activation capacity of the supervisory attention system, predicts that self-control is h
to exercise when an agent is performing unrelated cognitive tasks simultaneousl

21 This formulation is related tok-winners-take-all models of inhibitory functions in Majani et al. (1989), wh
have been adopted, e.g., by O’Reilly and Munakata (2000) to study cognitive control.
22 For instance, William James, concluding the analysis of ‘will’ inThe Principles of Psychology, Holt, 1890,
states: ‘effort of attention is thus the essential phenomenon of will’, and ‘the difficulty [of self-control] is m
it is that of getting the idea of the wise action to stay before your mind at all’ (cited in Shefrin and Thaler,
p. 1167).
23 Attention costsb are conceptually distinct from computational costs. In this paper we abstract from co
tational costs, even though they affect dynamic choice.
24 More abstractly, the dynamic choice procedure induced by regret and attention costs in (3) can pos
justified also axiomatically, along the lines of Gul and Pesendorfer (2001). We leave this for future work.
25 Applications of brain imaging methods to choice tasks in general include Dickhaut et al. (2003) on the

paradox, McCabe et al. (2001) on the theory of the mind, and Sanfey et al. (2003) on the ultimatum game.
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Fig. 1. Delayed gratification: timeline.

therefore consistent with Shiv and Fedorikhin’s (1999) and Vohs and Heatherton’s (
experimental data documenting a reduction of self-control in subjects asked to pe
parallel working memory tasks. Experimental treatments of delayed gratification c
tasks under differential capacity utilization of working memory would generate addit
behavioral and imaging data with the power of testing our model of internal commit
and self-control.

3. Consumption–saving decisions

In this section we extend the analysis of cognitive control and delayed gratificati
the previous section to study the consumption and saving behavior induced by an
internal commitment ability. We develop a cognitive control model to identify self-con
strategies for consumption–saving behavior. As noted in the Introduction, standard m

in behavioral economics ignore the internal commitment ability of the agents.
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3.1. The economy

Consider a dynamic economy, with time indexed byt = 0,1, . . . ,∞. Let the consumer’s
utility for ct units of the good at timet be denotedU(ct ). The agent faces a linear produ
tion technology, and the wealth accumulation equation is

kt+1 = atkt − ct (4)

wherekt andct denote respectively the agent’s wealth and consumption at timet ; andat

is the productivity parameter att . The productivityat is in general stochastic.

Assumption 1. The productivityat is i.i.d., takes values in(0,∞]), and has well-define
mean,E(a) > 0.

At any time t the agent observes a “temptation,”zt . The effect of the temptation is t
generate a ‘distorted’temporary representation of preferences at timet of the form

U(ztc).

Assumption 2. The temptationzt is i.i.d., takes values in[1,∞), and has well-defined
mean,E(z) > 1.

To interpret preferencesU(ztc) as subject to temptation, we assume that under
representation the perceived marginal utility of consumption at timet is higher than it is
under preferencesU(ct ), for anyct .

Assumption 3. The consumer’s utility for consumption,U(c), is Constant Elasticity o
Substitution (CES):

U(c) = c1−σ

1− σ

with σ < 1.

Note that, with our formulation of preferences, it isσ < 1 that guarantees that the ma
ginal utility of consumption increases with temptationszt � 1.26,27 Since the production
technology is linear and preferences are CES, we restrict attention to linear consu
plans of the form

ct = λtatkt

26 If σ > 1, the utility function and the value function are negative, so a temptation that increases tem
utility would require values ofzt � 1, and an increase in future temptations should be characterized by a stoc
decrease in the distribution ofzt+τ . While our basic analysis remains unaffected, some of our comparative
results will change ifσ > 1.
27 We model temptation as a shock to the utility function rather than as a shock to the discount rate. W
preferences and a single commodity, as in our case, this hardly makes a difference, but the distinction is im
in more general models in which temptations can affect different goods differently, e.g., in models with ad

and normal goods.
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whereλt , the propensity to consume at timet , is the consumer’s choice variable.28 The
implied accumulation equation for capital becomes

kt+1 = (1− λt )atkt .

3.2. Cognitive control and consumption–saving

Agents have the ability to invoke either automatic processes that are susceptible
temptation of ‘over-consuming,’ or alternative control processes which are immune to
temptations, along the lines of the models of cognitive control and delayed gratific
introduced in the previous section. We do not endow the agents with any external co
ment mechanism, so that their consumption–saving behavior is governed exclusiv
internal commitment and self-control strategies.

An agent facing a self-control problem observeszt , the temptation he is facing att ,
which determines the marginal utility of present consumption under his ‘temporary
resentation of preferences. Decision making arises from the interaction of automa
controlled processing. Automatic processing produces a consumption–saving rule, gat

andzt , represented by a propensity to consumeλI
t . For most of our analysis it is not impo

tant thatλI
t solves a well defined maximization problem. We therefore only requireλI

t to be
represented by a continuous mapλI (zt ), increasing with the temptationzt .29 Following the
realization ofat andzt , controlled processing is also initialized. It disregards the ‘tem
rary’ preference representation induced byzt and it also produces a consumption–sav
rule in the form of a propensity to consumeλt . This consumption saving rule optimal
trades off immediate consumption for future consumption but recognizes the inter
that will determine which processing pathway is active at each future timet + τ , given
at+τ andzt+τ . In particular, we assume that controlled processing operates by cor
anticipating the stochastic properties of temptations and the results of its interactio
automatic processes for consumption–saving in the future.30

We proceed by formally deriving the consumption–saving rule resulting from the a
tion of controlled processing. The controlled processing pathway first computes the
value of the consumption–saving plan,D(at+1, kt+1, zt+1) which depends on the activ
process at each future timet + τ , givenat+τ andzt+τ . Temptations will not be inhibited
at all future times as it is costly, in terms of activation capacity, to choose a propens
consume smaller than the one induced by automatic processing responding to tem
At some future timest , λI

t may be such that someλt � λI (zt ) will in fact be chosen.31

As in the cognitive control and delayed gratification model in the previous section, w
sume that the results of the interaction between processing pathways are determin
‘supervisory attention system’ governed by expected rewards. Suppose in particul
the automatic process is only active if the utility loss (or expected future regret) asso

28 This is in fact without loss of generality, as our subsequent analysis demonstrates.
29 In Appendix A we consider two simple specific algorithms for the automatic processing as an illustrat
30 Correct anticipations could be based on reinforcement learning procedures. But see also Loewenst
(2002) for evidence from survey data regarding a ‘cold-to-hot empathy gap,’ that is a projection bias in pre
future utility.

31 Little of substance will be lost if we assume that, when the automatic pathway is not inhibited,λt = λI (zt ).
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with the temptation is smaller than an exogenous activation costb(a, k), with the following
simple functional form:b(a, k) = b(atkt )

1−σ . (We adopt this functional form to guarant
the stationarity of the consumption–saving decision in order to simplify the problem
this case,D(at , kt , zt ) is given by:

D(at , kt , zt ) =
max

[
maxλ�λI

t
U(λatkt ) + βE[D(at+1, (1− λ)atkt , zt+1)],

maxλ U(λatkt ) + βE[D(at+1, (1− λ)atkt , zt+1)] − b(atkt )
1−σ

]

with λI
t = λI (zt ). (5)

Given the future value of the consumption plan,D(at+1, kt+1, zt+1), the controlled
processing pathway computes the desired consumption–saving rule as the prope
consumeλt which solves:

max
λ

U(λatkt ) + βE
[
D

(
at+1, (1− λ)atkt , zt+1

)]
. (6)

The resulting propensity to consume is independent ofzt ; let it be denotedλE(at , kt ).
As we noted earlier, expected rewards determine the results of the interaction be

the automatic and the controlled processes. This interaction, implicit in the deter
tion of D(at , kt , zt ) in (5), can be represented simply as follows. GivenλI

t = λI (zt ) and
D(at , kt , zt ), the utility loss (expected future regret) associated with the temptationzt at
time t , is

R(at , kt , zt ) =
[
max

λ
U(λatkt ) + βE

[
D

(
at+1, (1− λ)atkt , zt+1

)]]
−

[
max
λ�λI

t

U(λatkt ) + βE
[
D

(
at+1, (1− λ)atkt , zt+1

)]]
.

Inhibitory controls activate controlled processing if

R(at , kt , zt ) > b(atkt )
1−σ .

In summary, the present bias in the model derives from the stochastic temptatio
affects the computations of automatic processing. Self-control at timet coincides with dis-
regarding temptationzt in the decision process. It requires the active maintenance
goal-like representation of a consumption–saving rule which is independent of the
tation zt . Such a representation is maintained by the force of the inhibitory connec
linking the reward predictions and active representation. The ‘supervisory attentio
tem’ modulates the updating of the active representations by the activation of inhi
connections which are stronger the higher is the prediction of regret given(at , kt , zt ).

3.2.1. Characterization
In this section we characterize the consumption–saving behavior of an agent in ou

nitive control model. GivenλI (zt ) we solve for the future value of the consumption–sav
plan, D(at , kt , zt ), and the consumption–saving plan associated with controlled pro
ing,λE(at , kt ). The agent’s behavior is then determined at each timet by the interaction be
tween processing pathways: the agent’s propensity to consume is max{λE(at , kt ), λ

I (zt )}

when he expects a limited future utility loss (regret),R(at , kt , zt ) � b(atkt )

1−σ , while the
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temptationzt is inhibited and the propensity to consume isλE(at , , kt ) if R(at , kt , zt ) >

b(atkt )
1−σ .

GivenλI (zt ), each agent’s consumption–saving plan is characterized by the policy
tion of the dynamic programming problem (5).

Proposition 1. The value function D(at , kt , zt ) defined by problem (5) exists. The
consumption–saving rule associated with controlled processing, λE(at , kt ), is in fact a
constant, λE . Moreover, there exist a unique policy function of problem (5), λ(at , kt , zt ),
which has the following properties:

(i) it is independent of (at , kt ), that is λ(at , kt , zt ) = λ(zt );
(ii) it has a cut-off property, that is, there exists a λ such that

λ(zt ) =
{

max{λE,λI (zt )} for λI (zt ) � λ,

λE else.
(7)

An alternative representation of the policy function of problem (5) can be derive
which automatic processing is inhibited at a timet for large enough realized temptationszt .
This is an immediate corollary of Proposition 1 and of our assumption thatλI (zt ) increases
with zt , that is, that the propensity to consume associated with a automatic proc
increases with the intensity of the realized temptation.

Proposition 2. There exist a z such that

λ(zt ) =
{

max{λE,λI (zt )} for zt � z,

λE else.
(8)

The behavior of an agent facing conflicting preference representations ove
consumption–saving choice in our cognitive model can be quite simply summarize
actively maintains a simple consumption–saving goal, a propensity to consume
wealth which is independent of any realized temptation, and is equal toλE . At times the
agent allows temptations to affect his consumption–saving behavior by letting the i
sive choice induced by automatic processingλI (zt ) prevail, if this choice does not pertu
his underlying consumption–saving plan too much and therefore does not have lar
manent effects on his prescribed wealth accumulation. In particular, controlled proc
inhibits automatic processing when temptations are large enough.32

It is important to notice that our specific characterizations depend in a crucial man
our assumptions regarding attention costsb(atkt )

1−σ . As we noted, the specific function
form depending onat and kt is adopted to simplify the computations, by maintain
homogeneity with the CES preferences. The implicit assumption thatb is constant, and in
particular independent of the realized temptation,zt , is however substantial. While this

32 When temptations are small however the agent will chooseλE without the need to inhibit automatic proces
ing (and hence to incur the related attention costs given byb) only if λI (zt ) < λE . This may occur only for specific
forms of automatic processing that can result in too much saving; otherwise, and more naturally,λI (zt ) > λE for

anyzt ; see the automatic processing examples in Appendix A.
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a natural assumption if such costs are interpreted literally as attention costs, in prin
is important to explore different formulations that relate costs to the size of the tempta
In particular, if costs are small forz = 0 and increasing inz, some small temptations ma
also be inhibited.

3.2.2. Properties of cognitive control
Consider different environments in terms of the stochastic process of temptatio

particular, we identify more tempting environments with a first-order stochastic domin
increase in the distribution of future temptationszτ , for τ > t33; that is, essentially a shi
of some mass from lower realization ofzτ s into higher realization ofzτ s.34

Proposition 3. Let the random variables aτ and zτ be independent, for all τ > t .

(i) The propensity to consume associated with controlled processing, λE , increases with
an increase in the first-order dominance sense of the distribution of future temptations
zτ , τ > t .

(ii) The cut-off λ is decreasing with an infinitesimal increase in the first-order dominance
sense of the distribution of zτ , τ > t .

The intuition for the effects of an increase in the first-order dominance sense in th
tribution of zt hinges on the fact that the expected future value of the consumption–s
program represents the marginal value of savings. If a change in the distribution of
tations has the effect of decreasing the expected future value of the consumption–
program, then at the margin an agent, independently of whether he exercises self-
or not, will save less and consume more in the present. This is in fact the effect of
crease in the first-order sense of the distribution ofzt : the value of the program is weak
decreasing inzt and hence an increase in the distribution ofzt in the first-order sense, shif
probability mass from realizations of temptations associated with higher values of th
gram to realizations associated with lower values of the program, thereby decreas
expected value.35 But in our model an agent counterbalances the lower savings rate a

33 Let f andf ′ denote two probability densities on a compact subset of�, X, and letF andF ′ denote the
associated cumulative functions. The densityf ′ dominates in the first-order stochastic sense the densityf if
F ′(x) � F(x), ∀x ∈ X. Moreover, fix a densityf ′ which dominatesf in the first-order stochastic sense, a
consider the distribution obtained by mixingf (x) with f ′(x): g(x) = (1−α)f (x)+αf ′(x). By an infinitesimal
increase in the first-order dominance sense in the distribution ofx we mean an infinitesimal increase dα > 0
evaluated atα = 0.
34 In the following propositions we keep the mapλI (z) fixed. The results are more general though and coul
extended to automatic processing mechanisms which react to different distributions of temptation. In pa
the propositions hold for both the mechanisms studied in Appendix A.
35 Recall that we have assumedσ < 1. Results in this and the next section depend on this assumption. T
because the savings rate is increasing in the rate of return ifσ < 1, while it is decreasing ifσ > 1 (and constan
in the log case,σ = 1. In particular a decline in the future value of the program due to future temptations, w
is similar to reductions of the rate of return, will induce larger, not smaller saving rates, ifσ > 1. Even ifσ � 1,
however, controlled processing will inhibit savings rates under automatic processing if they are too low
to the preferred choice, 1− λE , and our analysis of the inhibition of excessive consumption binges induce

temptations will hold with minor modifications in the caseσ � 1.
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ated with controlled processing with a more stringent rule regarding the conditions
which temptations are not suppressed and automatic choice not inhibited. After an in
in the first-order dominance sense of the distribution ofzt , the cost of inhibiting automati
processing is unchanged and equal tob, while the value of inhibition is on average high
since the distribution ofzt has shifted towards higher realizations ofzt .36

Drawing on the implications of Proposition 3, we note that an increase in the first-
dominance sense of the distribution ofzt increases by definition the mass of the distribut
of zt onz > z, for anyz. Furthermore, an increase in the first-order dominance sense
distribution ofzt , generated by a shift of mass fromz such thatλI (z) > λE , decreases th
cut-off λ. As a consequence,z decreases. We conclude then that an increase in the
order dominance sense of the distribution ofzt increases the probability that self-contr
is exercised and automatic choice is inhibited. On the other hand, a local (infinite
increase in the first-order dominance sense of the distribution ofzt increasesλE , i.e., the
consumption when self-control is exercised and automatic processing inhibited. W
clude that an agent facing larger temptations in the future reacts by exercising self-c
more often but at the same time by consuming a higher fraction of his wealth even
controlling himself.

Our cognitive control model allows us also to study the dependence of consum
savings behavior on differences in the internal psychological characteristics of an
e.g., cognitive abilities like setting goals and controlling attention, affecting consump
saving behavior. As already noted, different ‘propensities to plan’ have been docum
by Ameriks et al. (2004) with survey data on retirement savings. Also, different c
tive abilities have been extensively documented in the psychological literature; see
Baumeister et al. (1994) for a survey. In particular, in our set-up we can study the co
ative statics of consumption–saving behavior with respect to the attention cost par
b which determines an agent’s cognitive ability to inhibit automatic impulsive prefer
representation, and hence to self-control: an increase inb increases the cost of inhibitin
automatic processing at any timet , and hence the cost of exercising self-control.

Proposition 4. Let the random variables aτ and zτ be independent, for all τ > t .

(i) The propensity to consume associated with controlled processing, λE , increases with
an increase in b.

(ii) The cut-off λ increases in b.

Not surprisingly, an increase in attention costsb has the effect of increasing the cu
off λ, that is, of rendering it less stringent. Moreover, an increase inb reduces the expecte
future value of the consumption–saving program, by making it more costly to exe
self-control, and hence it reduces the marginal value of saving; consequently, a hib

induces a larger propensity to consume associated to controlled processing.

36 In fact, a countervailing effect must be taken into account: the value of inhibiting automatic proces
reduced by the increase inλE due to the same increase, in the first-order dominance sense, of the distri
of future temptationszτ , τ > t (Proposition 3(i)). But this effect is second order for infinitesimal changes in

distribution ofzt by the Envelope Theorem.
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Finally, we address the important issue of the effects of the complexity of savings
on consumption–savings behavior. The behavior of an agent facing conflicting prefe
representations over his consumption–saving choice in our model, as we noted, invol
tively maintaining a simple consumption–saving goal. Such a goal consists of a prop
to consume out of wealth which is independent from any realized temptation. Ps
ogists constantly remark that thecomplexity of the goals individuals set for themselv
affects their ability to self-regulate and exercise self-control in particular tasks.37 The sim-
ple formulation of the agent problem we have adopted however, with linear produ
technology and CES preferences, implies that the consumption–saving goal is ext
simple: it is constant over time, as it is independent of the realization of the produ
shockat . To study the issue of complexity of the goal agents set for themselves, we
to examine instead a more general formulation of the model, which potentially give
to more complex consumption–savings plans in the event of self-control. As a way of
tration consider the following formulation of technology, leaving preferences unchan

kt+1 = Rt(atkt − ct ),Rt , at � 0. (9)

In this formulation the shockRt acts on net wealthkt − ct , and therefore takes the inte
pretation of a rate of return on saving att (at is instead a productivity shock, as in t
case of the technology studied in the previous section, Eq. (4); we assume it indep
of Rt ). The novel feature of this formulation is that he value of controlling any tempta
is random, and proportional to the realization ofRt : If for instance the return on saving
small,Rt is small, self-control is of little use. As a consequence, the consumption–s
plan depends onRt ; let it be denotedλ(zt ,Rt ). Let alsoλI (zt ,Rt ) andλE(Rt ), denote
the propensities to consume associated, respectively, with the automatic and the co
pathways; let finallyλ(Rt ) denote the cut-off which characterizesλ(zt ,Rt ).

Therefore in this environment we can study the issue of the complexity of the
λE(Rt ), with respect to any simpler goal represented by a constant consumption–
plan over time, that is a plan independent ofRt . Suppose in fact that the activation co
parameter,b, decreases with the complexity of the goal that is to be maintained act
conscious memory. In particular, we interpret this to mean that activation costs are
to maintain a constant consumption–saving rule,λE,simple, than they are to maintain a full
contingent planλE(Rt ). Here we take the constant planλE,simple to coincide with the op-
timal consumption–saving plan associated with cognitive control under the restrictio
λE,simple is independent ofRt at any timet .38 Our objective is to characterize conditio
for the parameters under which an agent would gain from setting the simpler consta
rather than the ‘complex’ goal that is contingent on the state of the technology,Rt .

Let the activation cost associated with the simple plan be denotedbsimple, and let the
difference in the cost parameters between the simple and complex goal be denoted�b.

37 The books by Baumeister et al. (1994), and Gollwitzer and Bargh (1996), for instance, discuss the ric
ture on the topic.
38 In fact, an agent could learn and encode a simple un-contingent plan as an automatic process. See M
Cohen (2001) and Bownds (1999) for some evidence and discussions on plasticity of the brain and ch
the representational content of automatic and controlled processing; see also Gollwitzer (1999) for psych

experiments aiming at eliciting automatic reactions in planning.
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Proposition 5. A simpler constant consumption–saving plan λE,simple tends to be preferred
to the complex plan λE(Rt ) if in the limit, and other things equal,

(i) bsimple is small and �b large enough,
(ii) the mean of Rt is small enough, and finally if

(iii) the mean of zt as well as �b are large enough.

The simple consumption–saving plan is preferred to the complex plan, not surpris
if it is easy to keep it active, and much easier than maintaining the complex plan. Mo
terestingly, the simple plan is preferred if the mean of the stochastic rate of return,E(Rt),
is small enough, or close to 0. In this case, since the support of the rate of return sh
[0,∞), the variance ofRt also tends to 0 and hence rate of return in the limit is degene
and concentrated on 0. But in this case self-control is useless, and it is a dominant
for the agent to consume all of his wealth each period. Therefore, the utility gain of
ditioning the consumption–saving plan on the realization ofRt vanishes. The simple pla
is also preferred if the mean of the stochastic process of temptations grows large.
because when temptations are large enough, in the limit, the complex plan will opti
induce inhibition of the automatic processing all the times, independently ofRt , and this
behavior can also be induced by a simple plan. (The condition on�b is required since the
savings in terms of attention costs associated with the simple plan must of course
than compensate the loss of utility from the adoption of the non-contingent plan by
once inhibition is guaranteed at all times.)

3.3. Benchmarks: exponential maximizers and intra-personal dynamic games

Our model of internal commitment and self-control nests two important altern
models of consumption–saving, the Life Cycle/Permanent Income model with expon
discounting and the behavioral model of the strategic interaction of multiple succe
selves. They correspond, respectively, to the extreme cases in whichb = 0 and the agen
can inhibit temptations at no costs, and in whichb = ∞ and no temptation can be inhibite

We study these alternative models in turn. Consider an agent who never faces
tations and self-control problems, that is, a Life Cycle/Permanent Income expon
discounter. In our economy such an agent will choose the constant consumption–
planλ∗, determined as the solution of the following recursive maximization problem:

V (at , kt ) = max
λ

(1− σ)−1(λatkt )
1−σ + βEV

(
at+1, (1− λ)atkt

)
. (10)

(The closed form solution forλ∗ is derived in the Appendix B; it corresponds to the spe
case withzt = 1, Ezt+1 = 1 of the result of Lemma B.1.)

It is easy to see that, in our model,D(at , kt , zt ) converges toV (at , kt ) if attention costsb
converge to 0, and the agents can inhibit temptations at no costs,λE = λ∗ andλ � λE .

It is natural to assume that

λI (zt ) � λ∗, ∀zt � 1,

that is, consumption–saving plan associated with the automatic pathway to imply a p

sity to consume which is in any case larger than or equal to the propensity to consume of
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an agent with no self-control problems. In this case, if attention costs are positive,b > 0,
Proposition 2 can be extended to show that

λE > λ∗. (11)

The consumption–saving goal determined by controlled processing requires mor
sumption and less savings than is optimal from the point of view of a Life Cycle/Perm
Income agent who never faces temptations. The intuition for this result hinges once
on the expected future value of the consumption–saving program, which at the marg
resents the value of savings. The expectation of self-control problems in the future h
effect of depressing the expected future value of the consumption–saving progra
hence at the margin it induces less saving and more consumption in the present.

Consider instead the decision problem of an agent who does face self-control pro
in the sense that he perceives a strategic interaction with future selves with differen
erence orderings, and plays a Markov Perfect Nash equilibrium of the dynamic gam
already noted this represents the standard approach of behavioral economics, as
Laibson (1996) and O’Donoghue and Rabin (1999). We extend it in the following t
count for our stochastic economic environment, by letting the agent’s preferences att

depend on the realization of the temptationzt , but not on any future temptations. The ag
however will, at timet , anticipate that preferences of his future selves will depend on
future temptations.

Formally, the agent’s behavior in equilibrium is determined as a consumption–s
ruleλM(zt ) solving the following fixed point condition:

λM(zt ) = arg max
λ

(1− σ)−1(ztλatkt )
1−σ + EVλM(z)

(
at+1, (1− λ)atkt , zt+1

)
(12)

whereVλ(z)(at , kt , zt ), the value att of present and future consumption induced by
arbitrary consumption–saving ruleλ(z), is defined by

Vλ(z)(at , kt , zt ) = (1− σ)−1(λ(zt )at kt

)1−σ + E

∞∑
τ=t+1

βτ−t
(
λ(zτ )aτ kτ

)1−σ
. (13)

From the point of view of the agent’s timet self, the value of present consumption
directly affected by the temptationzt , while the the expected value of future consumpti
EVλ(z)(at+1, kt+1, zt+1), is affected by future temptationszτ only through the expectatio
of future choicesλ(zτ ).

Although we did not obtain a closed form solution forλM(zt ), the following result
provides a simple characterization of a Markov Perfect Nash equilibrium consump
saving rule.

Proposition 6. With respect to the consumption–saving plan of an exponential maximizer,
at a Markov Perfect Nash equilibrium the propensity to consume out of wealth is larger:
λM(zt ) > λ∗, for any zt . Moreover, it is increasing in zt .

At a Markov Perfect Nash equilibrium of the game of successive selves, even t
the preferences of agentt are independent of future temptations, an agent anticipates

his future selves will in fact face stochastic temptations and will not exercise self-control:
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he expects from all future selves the same behavioral rule he himself adopts, and in e
rium he sets his present consumption–saving rule accordingly. The expected future
of the consumption–saving program at the margin represents the value of savings. T
pectation of self-control problems in the future has the effect of depressing the ex
future value of the consumption–saving program, and hence at the margin an agen
self-control problems will save less and consume more in the present. Even if the
faces no temptation att , that is,zt = 1, the expectation of future temptations not co
trolled by his future selves reduces his incentives to save at timet and hence induces
larger propensity to consume out of wealth. In fact, at each timet the consumption–savin
rule depends on the timet realization of the temptation,zt ; and since at equilibrium th
agent never exercises self-control and always succumbs to the temptation, the hig
temptation the more he consumes.

It is immediate to see that, in our model, whenb = ∞ the agents cannot ever inhib
temptations and his consumption–saving plan is determined by the content of the au
processing pathway. It is then natural to consider the case whereλI (zt ) = λM(zt ), and
the propensity to consume associated to the automatic pathway coincides with the M
Perfect Nash equilibrium of the game of successive selves given by the solution of pr
(12)–(13). This is in fact one of the cases studied in detail in Appendix A. We can
compare the behavior induced by our formulation of self-control with the behavior ind
by the Markov Perfect Nash equilibrium of the game of multiple successive selves
of all, we stress that in our model , as long as attention costsb are not infinitely high,
self-control has the natural effect of limiting consumption binges driven by presen
expected future temptations.

Proposition 7. The propensity to consume induced by controlled processing, λE , is smaller
than the propensity to consume induced by the Markov Perfect Nash equilibrium of the
game of multiple successive selves, λM(zt ), for any realization of the temptation zt .

In particular, even if no temptation is realized at timet , that is,zt = 1, the savings rat
implied by the Markov Perfect Nash equilibrium is lower than the savings rate im
by controlled processing. Under controlled processing agents rationally expect to ex
self-control in the future and to inhibit large temptations; as a consequence the future
of an extra unit of wealth at the margin, as of timet , is larger than at the Markov Perfe
Nash equilibrium of the game of successive selves, and so the agent’s incentive to
larger as well.

3.4. Testing against alternative models

Besides implying higher savings rates, the consumption–saving implications o
self-control model can be formally distinguished from those associated with the Life
cle/Permanent Income model and those of the the Markov Perfect Nash equilibrium
game of multiple successive selves, even if the stochastic process driving tempta
hardly directly identified. In this section we will discuss in some detail the existing em

ical evidence on consumption and savings, and argue that it provides indirect evidence in
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favor of our model of consumption–saving with respect to the benchmark models o
Cycle/Permanent Income and intra-personal dynamic games.

Consider an agent who expects to be hit by an income shock in the future, e.g., a
fall gain like an unexpected wage increase, a tax rebate, or an insurance payout
agent is an exponential maximizer and is not liquidity constrained, as in the standar
Cycle/Permanent Income theory of consumption, he will adjust his consumption/s
plan at the moment he learns of the shock, and no change in consumption will b
served when the agents actually receives the windfall gain. This implication of the
Cycle/Permanent Income theory has been extensively tested with individual consum
data. The failure of this implication of the standard model is referred to asexcess sensi-
tivity of consumption. Consider now the identifying assumption that income shocks
correlated with temptations, in the sense that receiving a windfall gain would induc
agent to consume above his plan, unless he exercises self-control. Then, according
our cognitive model and the intra-personal dynamic game model, we should observ
excess sensitivity of consumption. Moreover, according to our cognitive model, we s
observe a propensity to consume off a windfall gain at the moment it is received wh
higher when the gain is small than when it is large. In fact, we should observe no e
sensitivity for large enough shocks.

A large evidence documents excess sensitivity of consumption out of windfall g
even after controlling for liquidity constraints39; see Browning and Lusardi (1996) for a
excellent survey. More specifically, excess sensitivity is in fact large when windfall g
are small. Average propensities to consume of the order of 60 to 90 percent have b
timated, for instance, by Parker (1999) for changes in Social Security taxes withhol
by Souleles (1999) for yearly IRS tax refunds, by Souleles (2002) for the Reagan ta
of the early 1980s40 and by Wilcox (1989) for Social Security benefits.41 Much smaller
propensities to consume off windfall gains are estimated though when gains are
Kreinin (1961) and Landsberger (1966) study Germany’s restitution payments to I
after World War II and document propensities to consume close to 200 percent for
payments (about 1 monthly income) and as small as 20 percent for large payments (
years of income). Finally, when the payments are large, to the point of representi
main component of permanent income as in the case of unemployment insurance b
excess sensitivity disappears for agents who are not liquidity constrained (Brownin
Crossley, 2001). Consistently, Choi et al. (2003) study the comovement of savings a

39 Results are instead mixed when expected income shocks are identified as orthogonal components o
processes. Consistently with our interpretation of excess sensitivity, in this case gains are arguably les
associated with temptations. Also, excess sensitivity does not appear when expected income shocks are
see for instance Souleles (2000) on tuition expenditures.
40 But see Shapiro and Slemrod (2002) for much smaller estimates of the consumption effects of Bush’s
of 2001.
41 Interestingly, there is some evidence that agents change their consumption plans when the gain is re
our model predicts: according to a New York Times/CBS News poll in May 1982 agents the average pro
to consume the second phase of the Reagan tax cuts in the agents’ plan was about 50 percent, while
propensity to consume turned out well above 80 percent in Souleles (2002) estimates. Also, the pattern
sumption after windfall gains is well in accord with a model of temptation, as expenditures are concentr

goods like entertainment, personal care, apparel, services, but not e.g., food; see Parker (1999).
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expected wealth shocks in large sample of 401(k) accounts. They show that the propens
to consume out of wealth is decreasing in the size of unexpected wealth shocks.

Another important class of empirical implications that distinguishes our cogn
model from the Life Cycle/Permanent Income and dynamic game benchmarks r
portfolio allocations, and asset prices. Both our model and the dynamic game mod
dict that agents will allocate part of their wealth into illiquid asset, as a form of exte
commitment against temptations of over-consumption.42 In particular, in the intra-persona
dynamic game model this is the only form of self-control that the agents can adopt
consequence, the model predicts that illiquid assets should pay a negative prem
lower return) than liquid assets. In our model illiquid assets allow agents to save on th
of their (psychologically costly and imperfect) internal commitment strategies.Our m
predicts therefore that agents would invest in such assets only when they yield a pos
a small negative premium, and hence that we should not observe a high negative pr
in equilibrium.

Consistently with our model, it appears that illiquid securities pay a positive and
sizeable return premium in asset market data; see, e.g., Amihud and Mendelson
Brennan et al. (1998), and Pastor and Stambaugh (2001). Pastor and Stambaugh
for instance, estimates a 7.5% return premium for stocks with high sensitivity to liqui
ity. Also, estimates of the return premium on educational investments, arguably the
illiquid assets, range from−2 to 7 percent.43 Finally, individuals’ private contribution
to retirement accounts also show a pattern consistent with our model. Individual R
ment Arrangement (IRA) accounts constitute a perfect external commitment asset.44 While
contributions to IRA accounts have grown rapidly in the period 1982–1985, they hav
mediately declined after the 1986 tax reform that has limited their tax deductibility
Venti and Wise (1987a) and Poterba et al. (2001, especially Fig 5a).45

Finally, we consider the important implication of our model that agents will ten
adopt simple consumption–saving rules, prescribing a saving goal which is not to
sitive to negative income or productivity shocks. In fact, the evidence shows that a
only rarely reverse their saving plans, e.g., by borrowing from their home equity, or
their life insurance accounts: Venti and Wise (1987b) and Manchester and Poterba
document that second mortgages are almost exclusively taken for home improvem
vestments, and Warshawsky (1987) shows that only about 10 percent of life insu
accounts have been drawn upon.

42 Angeletos et al. (2001) argue that the adoption of external commitment strategies to control consump
important to explain the empirically observed household holdings of large illiquid assets simultaneous
costly liabilities in the US.
43 This argument is directly borrowed from Kocherlakota (2001).
44 IRA accounts have been introduced in 1982 as part of a government plan to encourage savings. Agen
ing in IRA accounts (up to a fixed amount) face favorable tax treatment but are penalized for early withd
(before the age of 5912), and for borrowing against the content of the accounts.
45 Consistently with our model, agents seem to revert to illiquid assets with low return especially in the c

of small frequent temptations, as in the case of Christmas clubs; see Elster (1979).
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4. Conclusions

We interpret our theoretical study of dynamic choice as introducing the functio
cognitive control in behavioral economics, by associating cognitive control with int
psychological commitment mechanisms and self-control. By considering only Ma
ian strategies of a game between successive selves, the behavioral economics l
implicitly models agents as lacking any form of internal psychological commitment or
control in consumption. But only when their frontal cortex is lesioned do agents di
no cognitive control. Patients with lesions in the frontal lobes display odd and impu
behavior, they are unable to adapt to social life and conventions, and therefore hard
resent the natural object of economic analysis.46

While the relationship we draw from cognitive control to internal commitment
self-control is speculative at this point, we indicate how it can be tested with ex
mental and brain imaging data. When we apply our cognitive model of self-contr
the study of dynamic consumption–saving behavior we find that it is characterized
simple consumption–saving goal and a simple rule for invoking control processes
hibit impulses of over-consumption and implement the consumption–saving goal. S
rule implies that only relatively small deviations from the consumption–saving pla
allowed. While a systematic study of individual consumption–saving data is outsid
scope of the present paper, our analysis of the available empirical literature on exce
sitivity of consumption clearly supports these implications of our model.
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Appendix A. Automatic processing

A.1. Automatic processing

We consider by way of example two different possible mechanisms for auto
processing which satisfy the requirements imposed in Section 3.2 onλI (zt ).

46 See Bechara et al. (1994) and Bechara et al. (1996) for the clinical analysis of behavior of frontally da

patients.
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The two automatic processing mechanisms we study are characterized by di
degrees of sophistication, in terms of their implicit anticipation of behavior. The
specification of the automatic process is related to the myopic solution to the ga
successive selves introduced by O’Donoghue and Rabin (1999), once modified to a
for the stochastic environment we study. The second specification of the automatic p
is associated with the Markov Perfect Nash equilibrium of the game of successive
studied by Laibson (1996), O’Donoghue and Rabin (1999), and many others.

Consider first the unsophisticated (myopic) specification for automatic process.
case we postulateλI (zt ) to solve the following recursive maximization problem:

V (at , kt , zt ) = max
λ

(1− σ)−1(ztλatkt )
1−σ + βEV

(
at+1, (1− λ)atkt

)
(A.1)

whereV (at , kt ) is defined by (10), and corresponds to the value of the consumption–s
problem of an agent not facing any self-control problem. In this formulation the auto
processing pathway is hit by a temptationzt at t and computes the consumption–sav
plan under the implicit (incorrect) assumption that no temptation will hit the agent i
future. It is easily checked that the solution satisfies all the requirements onλI (zt ) imposed
in Section 3.2: in particular, it is increasing inzt ; see Lemma B.1 in Appendix B for th
closed form solution.

The second specification of automatic processing that we consider, which we st
the text, setsλI (zt ) = λM(zt ), the Markov Perfect Nash equilibrium of the game of succ
sive selves given by the solution of problem (12)–(13). In this case, automatic proces
more sophisticated, and anticipates the equilibrium choices of future automatic proce
It still is not sophisticated in another dimension, in that it does not anticipate the inhib
activity of controlled processing, and hence it does not foresee any self-control abil
the decision-making agent.

We can now compare the consumption–saving plans represented by these two e
automatic processing mechanisms.

Proposition 8. The propensity to consume associated to automatic processing λI (zt ) is
smaller when determined by the myopic mechanism (A.1) than when determined as the
Markov Perfect Nash equilibrium of the game of successive selves, (12)–(13). Moreover,

(i) if λI (zt ) is determined by (A.1), λI (zt ) < λE for small enough realizations of zt ; while
(ii) if λI (zt ) is determined by (12)–(13), λI (zt ) > λE for all realizations of zt .

The myopic automatic processing mechanism in (A.1), by not anticipating future t
tations, and hence by valuing the future relatively more than the more sophist
mechanism in (12)–(13), is myopically induced to save more for the future. More
(i) indicates that, if the current temptationzt is small enough, myopic automatic proce
ing might even be induced to save more than controlled processing. (In particular,
true in the extreme case when the agent is not hit by a temptation att . In this case the my
opic automatic process would induce the same saving rate of an exponential max
λI (1) = λ∗.) In this instance the agent will chooseλE .

The sophisticated automatic processing mechanism in (12)–(13) instead, by antic

future temptations and the associated lack of self-control of his future selves, values the fu-
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ture relatively little and is therefore induced to save less than myopic automatic proc
and, as (ii) indicates, less that controlled processing, independently of the current r
tion of the temptation,zt .47

Finally, we can compare the agent’s propensities to consume induced by con
processing when temptations are inhibited,λE , for either of the two different automat
processing mechanisms.48

Proposition 9. The propensity to consume associated with controlled processing, λE , is
lower when automatic processing is myopic and is determined by (A.1), than it is when
automatic processing is determined by the solution of problem (12)–(13), that is, when it
is governed by the Markov Perfect Nash equilibrium of the game of successive selves.

The intuition for this result is straightforward. As indicated in Proposition 8, for
realizationzt , λM(zt ) is higher than the propensity to consume implied by the (myo
solution of (A.1). From the point of view of controlled processing, therefore, unde
Markov Perfect Nash automatic processing, the value of the consumption–saving p
in the future is lower, and hence the propensity to consume associated with con
processing is higher.

Appendix B. Proofs

In this appendix we consider for simplicity an economy with a deterministic techno
at = a > 0, for anyt . All proofs generalize to the stochastic case under Assumption 1

We first prove two lemmata. The first gives a closed form solution of the ge
consumption–saving maximization problem with stochastic temptations. It is referr
in the text. The second lemma is used as a crucial component in the proofs of the p
tions.

Let λt denote the solution of the following recursive problem:

V (kt , zt ) = max
λ

(1− σ)−1(ztλakt )
1−σ + βEV ((1− λ)akt , zt+1). (B.1)

Let z̃t = z
(σ−1)/σ
t , andγ ≡ β−1/σ (a−(σ−1)/σ ).

Lemma B.1. The solution of the maximization problem (B.1), λt , is:

λt = 1
/(

1+ γ −1z̃tE(z̃t+1)
−1 + γ −1z̃tE(z̃t+1)

−1E
∑

s=t+1

s∏
t+1

γ t−s

)
. (B.2)

47 As a consequence, the cut-off rule governing the consumption–saving behavior of the agent is such t

λ(zt ) =
{

λI (zt ) for λI (zt ) � λ,

λE else.

48 Comparison of the cut-offs for the two mechanisms leads to ambiguous results.
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Proof. The first-order conditions of the maximization problems are:

zt (zt ct )
−σ = βEV1(akt − ct , zt+1),

V1(kt , zt ) = aβEV1(akt − ct , zt+1) = a(zt ct )
−σ zt ,

and hence

zt (zt ct )
−σ = aβE(zt+1ct+1)

−σ zt+1. (B.3)

Let ct = λtakt . We can then write (B.3) as

z
−1/σ
t (ztλt ) = (aβ)−1/σ (E(λt+1a(1− λt ))(zt+1))z

−1/σ

t+1 .

Solving forλt and rearranging:

λt = γtz
1−σ
σ

t

(
E(λt+1)(zt+1)

σ−1
σ

)
1+ γ z

1−σ
σ

t

(
E(λt+1)(zt+1)

σ−1
σ

) ,

whereγ = (β−1/σ a1−1/σ ); and hence

λt = 1

1+ z
σ−1
σ

t γ −1
(
E(λt+1)(zt+1)

σ−1
σ

)−1

= 1(
1+ z

σ−1
σ

t γ −1
(
E

((
1+ z

σ−1
σ

t+1 γ −1
(
E(λt+2)(zt+2)

σ−1
σ

)−1)−1)
(zt+1)

σ−1
σ

)−1) .

Redefinẽzt = z
(σ−1)/σ
t . We then guess for a solution of the form:

λt = 1

1+ E
∑

s=t

∏s
t z̃s (z̃s+1)−1γ t−s−1

= 1

1+ γ −1z̃tE(z̃t+1)−1 + γ −1z̃tE(z̃t+1)−1E
∑

s=t+1
∏s

t+1 z̃s (z̃s+1)−1γ t+1−s−1

≡
(

1+ γ −1z̃tE(z̃t+1)
−1 + γ −1z̃tE(z̃t+1)

−1E
∑

s=t+1

s∏
t+1

z̃s (z̃s+1)
−1γ t+1−s−1

)−1

=
(

1+ γ −1z̃tE(z̃t+1)
−1 + γ −1z̃tE(z̃t+1)

−1E
∑

s=t+1

s∏
t+1

γ t+1−s−1
)−1

.

If the guess is correct,

Eλt+1z̃t+1 = E

(
1+ E

∑
s=t+1

s∏
t+1

z̃s (z̃s+1)
−1γ t+1−s−1

)−1

z̃t+1.

Substitute the guess intoλt to check:

λt = 1

1+ z̃γ −1(Eλt+1z̃t+1)−1
,

and hence
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λt = 1

1+ z̃t γ −1E(1+ E
∑

s=t+1
∏s

t+1 z̃s (z̃s+1)−1γ t+1−s−1)(z̃t+1)−1

= 1

1+ z̃t γ −1E(z̃t+1)−1(1+ E
∑

s=t+1
∏s

t+1 z̃s (z̃s+1)−1γ t+1−s−1)
. (B.4)

Rearranging,

λt =
(

1+ z̃t γ
−1E(z̃t+1)

−1 + z̃t γ
−1E(z̃t+1)

−1E
∑

s=t+1

s∏
t+1

z̃s (z̃s+1)
−1γ t+1−s−1

)−1

=
(

1+ z̃t γ
−1E(z̃t+1)

−1 + z̃t γ
−1E(z̃t+1)

−1E
∑

s=t+1

s∏
t+1

γ t+1−s−1
)−1

.

We conclude that the guess is in fact correct.�
Given an exogenous processλt = λ(zt ), let

Vλ(kt ) = (1− σ)−1(λ(zt )akt

)1−σ + E

[ ∞∑
τ=t+1

βτ−t
(
λ(zτ )akτ

)1−σ

]
.

It follows thatVλ(kt ) can be written as

Vλ(kt ) = mλ
t (kt )

1−σ ,

where

mλ
t = (1− σ)−1(λta)1−σ + E

(
(1− σ)−1(λt+1a)1−σ

)[
β
(
(1− λt )a

)1−σ ]
+ E

∞∑
s=t+2

(
(1− σ)−1(λsa)1−σ

)[ s−1∏
j=t+1

β
(
(1− λj )a

)1−σ

]

= (1− σ)−1(λta)1−σ + (
(1− σ)−1(a)1−σ

)[
β
(
(1− λt )a

)1−σ ]
E(λt+1)

1−σ

+ E

∞∑
s=t+2

(
(1− σ)−1(λsa)1−σ

)[ s−1∏
j=t+1

β
(
(1− λj )a

)1−σ

]
.

Consider then the following maximization problem at timet , givenEmλ
t+1:

max
λt

(λt ztakt )
1−σ

(1− σ)
+ βEmλ

t+1

(
(1− λt )akt

)1−σ
. (B.5)

Lemma B.2. The solution to the maximization problem (B.5), λt , is (i) increasing in zt ,
and (ii) decreasing in Emλ

t+1.

Proof. The first-order conditions for the maximization include:

(λt ztakt )
−σ ztakt = (1− σ)−1βEmλ

t+1

(
(1− λt )akt

)−σ
akt

which can be written as:( ( ) )

λt = 1+ (zt )

σ−1(1− σ)−1βEmλ
t+1

1/σ −1
. (B.6)
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As a consequence, from (B.6),

dλt

dzt

> 0, (B.7)

dλt

dEmλ
t+1

< 0, (B.8)

that is,λ(zt ) is increasing inzt ; andλ(zt ) decreases inEmλ
t+1. �

Proof of Proposition 1. Write the maximization problem (10) and the Markov Perf
Nash equilibrium problem (12)–(13) in the form of problem (B.5). LetEm∗

t+1 andEmM
t+1

denote, respectively, the expected future value of the program evaluated at the solu
(10) and at (12)–(13). Note thatEmM

t+1 < Em∗
t+1, sinceλ∗(zt ) by definition maximizes

Emλ
t+1 with respect toλ. But then, (B.8) implies thatλM(zt ) > λ∗, for anyzt . �

Proof of Proposition 2. In the context of this proof, since we assume thatat = a > 0,
we can drop without loss of generality the state variableat from the notation. Existenc
of the value functionD(kt , zt ) follows by Blackwell’s Theorem by a standard argume
Moreover, it is straightforward to show thatD(kt , zt ) is increasing inkt . Let the policy
function be denotedλ(kt , zt ).

Let

λE(kt ) = arg max
λ

U(λakt ) + βE
[
D

(
(1− λ)akt , zt+1

)]
.

Let λII (kt , zt ) = max{λE(kt ), λ
I (kt , zt )}. Then (5), that is,

D(kt , zt ) =
max

[
maxλ�λI

t
U(λakt ) + βE[D((1− λ)akt , zt+1)],

maxλ U(λakt ) + βE[D((1− λ)akt , zt+1)] − b(akt )
1−σ

]

with λI
t = λI (kt , zt ),

can be written as

D(kt , zt ) =
max

[
U(λII

t akt ) + βE[D((1− λII
t )akt , zt+1)],

maxλ U(λakt ) + βE[D((1− λ)akt , zt+1)] − b(akt )
1−σ

]
with λII

t = λII (kt , zt ).

We will now show that the policy function satisfies a cut-off rule, that is:

λ(kt , zt ) =
{

λII (kt , zt ) for λI (kt , zt ) � λ(kt ),

λE(kt ) else.

We will then show that the cut-off, hence the policy function, are independent okt .
Finally, we will prove the statementλE > λ∗.

The cut-off rule follows if we can show the concavity ofU(λakt ) + βE[D((1− λ)akt ,

zt+1)] with respect toλ. Fix kt . Concavity guarantees that[ ( )]

max

λ
U(λakt ) + βE D (1− λ)akt , zt+1
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n

.

has a unique solution,λE , independent of the realizationzt . It follows that

(1− σ)−1(λEakt

)1−σ + βE
[
D

((
1− λE

)
akt , zt+1

)] − b(akt )
1−σ

= (1− σ)−1(λakt )
1−σ + βE

[
D

(
(1− λ)akt , zt+1

)]
is satisfied for a value ofλ, λ > λE . By construction,

∂

∂λ

[
(1− σ)−1(λakt )

1−σ + βE
[
D

(
(1− λ)akt , zt+1

)]]
� 0 atλ = λ

and λ represents the cut-off for givenkt . Sincekt is arbitrary in the argument, we ca
construct in fact the cut-offλ(kt ) of the statement.

We turn now to show the concavity of

U(λakt ) + βE
[
D

(
(1− λ)akt , zt+1

)]
with respect toλ. It requires

U ′′akt + βE

[
akt

∂2

∂(kt+1)2
D(kt , zt )

]
< 0,

and hence, in turn,

∂2

∂(kt+1)2
D(kt , zt ) < 0.

Let qt = akt . Choose arbitrary concave functionsh,U : R+ × R+ → R+ where
R+ = [0,∞), that ish,U take non-negative values. In particular, we can chooseU =
(1− σ)−1c(1−σ),0< σ < 1. Let the operatorT be defined as follows:

(T h)(qt ; zt ) = max

[
U(λII

t (zt )qt ) + βE[h((1− λII
t (zt ))qt , zt+1)],

maxλ U(λqt ) + βE[h((1− λ)qt , zt+1)] − b(qt )
1−σ

]
. (B.9)

To show thatD(kt , zt ) is concave, it suffices to show that the operatorT preserves the
concavity of the maph. Let q = vq1

t + (1 − v)q2
t . From concavity ofU andh, it follows

that:

(T h)(qt ; zt ) � max




v[U(λII
t (zt )q

1
t ) + βE[h((1− λII

t (zt ))q
1
t , zt+1)]]

+ (1− v)[U(λII
t (zt )q

2
t ) + βE[h((1− λII

t (zt ))q
2
t , zt+1)]],

v[maxλ U(λq1
t ) + βE[h((1− λ)q1

t , zt+1)] − b(qt )
1−σ ]

+ (1− v)[maxλ U(λq2
t ) + βE[h((1− λ)q2

t , zt+1)] − b(qt )
1−σ ]




� max



max

[
vU(λII

t (zt )q
1
t ) + βE[h((1− λII

t (zt ))q
1
t , zt+1)],

v[maxλ U(λq1
t ) + βE[h((1− λ)q1

t , zt+1)] − b(qt )
1−σ ]

]
,

max

[
(1− v)U(λII

t (zt )q
2
t ) + βE[h((1− λII

t (zt ))q
2
t , zt+1)],

(1− v)[maxλ U(λq2
t ) + βE[h((1− λ)q2

t , zt+1)] − b(qt )
1−σ ]

]



The latter follows from max(a+b, c+d) � max(a, c, b, d) = max(max(a, c),max(b, d)) �
0 if a, b, c, d � 0. Therefore,

(T h)(q; zt ) �
[
v(T h)

(
q1
t ; zt

)] + (1− v)(T h)
(
q2
t ; zt

)
(B.10)
and(T h)(qt ; zt ) is concave.
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We turn now to the independence of the policy function fromkt . The cut-offλ(a, kt )

solves equation

max
λ

U(λakt ) + βE
[
D

(
at+1, at+1(1− λ)akt , zt

)] − b(akt )
1−σ

= U(λakt ) + βE
[
D

(
(1− λ)akt , zt

)]
in λ. Consider

D(kt , zt ) = max

[
U(λII

t akt ) + βE[D((1− λII
t )akt , zt+1)],

maxλ U(λakt ) + βE[D((1− λ)akt , zt+1)] − b(akt )
1−σ

]
.

Guess the following functional form forD(kt , zt ):

D(kt , zt ) = M(zt )(akt )
1−σ .

Then,

M(zt )(akt )
1−σ = max

[
(λII

t akt )
1−σ + βEM(zt+1)((1− λII

t )akt )
1−σ ,

maxλ(λakt )
1−σ + βEM(zt+1)((1− λ)akt )

1−σ − b(akt )
1−σ

]
,

M(zt )(akt )
1−σ = max

[
(λII

t )1−σ + βEM(zt+1)((1− λII
t ))1−σ ,

maxλ(λ)1−σ + βEM(zt+1)((1− λ))1−σ − b

]
(akt )

1−σ ,

M(zt ) = max

[
(λII

t )1−σ + βEM(zt+1)((1− λII
t ))1−σ ,

maxλ(λ)1−σ + βEM(zt+1)(a(1− λ))1−σ − b

]
. (B.11)

It follows that the policy functionλ(zt ) associated with the dynamic program (B.11)
also the policy function associated with the program (5), and hence is independenkt .
Furthermore, then, the cut-off is also independent ofkt : λ(kt ) = λ.

It remains to prove the statementλE > λ∗. Note that

λE = argmax
λ

λ1−σ + βEM(zt+1)
(
(1− λ)

)1−σ
. (B.12)

The first-order conditions of this maximization problem readily imply thatλE decreases
with an increase ofE[M(zt+1)]. Moreover, it is easy to show thatE[M(zt+1)] decreases
with b. But λ∗ equalsλE for b = 0. We conclude that, for anyb > 0, λE > λ∗. �

The proof of Proposition 3 follows as an immediate corollary of Proposition 2, u
the assumption thatλI (z) is increasing.

Proof of Proposition 4. Consider the maximization problems defining the two autom
processing mechanisms, (A.1) and (12)–(13), respectively, written in the form of pro
(B.5). In the first caseEmI

t+1 = Em∗
t+1 (under the incorrect belief thatzτ = 1, τ � 1);

while in the second caseEmt+1 = EmM
t+1. We already noticed in the proof of Proposition

thatEm∗
t+1 > EmM

t+1. We therefore conclude, by Lemma B.2, thatλM(zt ) is greater than
λI (zt ), whenλI (zt ) is determined by (A.1).

We next prove the statements in (i) and (ii). (i) follows simply by continuity, si
λI (1) = λ∗ (when λI (zt ) is determined by (A.1)). To prove (ii) notice instead th

EM(zt+1) > EmM

t+1, sinceM(zt ) is maximal for controlled processing and the Markov
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Perfect Nash equilibrium consumption–saving rule is feasible. When automatic proc
is determined by (12)–(13), the statement then follows from Lemma B.2.�
Proof of Proposition 5. By Proposition 8,λM(zt ) is greater thanλI (zt ), whenλI (zt )

is determined by (A.1). The expected future value of the cognitive control pro
EM(zt+1) is therefore larger when automatic processing is determined by (A.1). T
because the value when automatic processing is determined by (12)–(13) is feasib
not maximal) when automatic processing is determined by (A.1). The result now fo
from noticing that, as we have shown in the proof of Proposition 2, thatλE decreases with
EM(zt+1). �
Proof of Proposition 6. The proof is a straightforward corollary of Propositions 4 and
By Proposition 4, in factλE < λM(zt ), for any zt , whenλE is associated to automat
processing determined by (12)–(13). Moreover, by Proposition 5,λE is smaller when as
sociated to automatic processing determined by (A.1) rather than by (12)–(13). In th
also, therefore,λE < λM(zt ). �
Proof of Proposition 7. Write the Markov Perfect Nash equilibrium problem (12)–(13
the form of problem (B.5). It is immediate to see thatEmM

t+1 is decreasing in a first-orde
stochastic dominance increase in the distribution ofzτ , τ > t . But then, (B.8) implies tha
λM(zt ) increases, for anyzt .

We study next the dependence ofλE on first-order stochastic dominance change
the distribution ofzτ , τ > t . We keepλI (zt ) fixed in the argument. This is the case
automatic processing is determined by (A.1). We leave to the reader to check th
proof generalizes ifλI (zt ) increases with a first-order stochastic dominance increase i
distribution ofzτ , τ > t ; which is the case when automatic processing is determine
(12)–(13).

Consider dynamic program (B.11) that, as we have shown in the proof of Proposi
characterizesλ(zt ):

M(zt ) = max

[
(λII

t )1−σ + βEM(zt+1)((1− λI
t ))

1−σ ,

maxλ λ1−σ + βEM(zt+1)((1− λ))1−σ − b

]
(B.13)

whereλII
t = max{λE,λI

t }.
The characterization of the cut-off rule in Proposition 2 implies thatM(zt ) is inde-

pendent ofzt , for zt > z. Moreover,M(zt ) is decreasing inzt , for zt � z and such tha
λI (z) > λE . This is because

λ1−σ + βEM(zt+1)
(
(1− λ)

)1−σ

is concave inλ.
Consider a first-order stochastic dominance increase in the distribution ofzt . Such a

change has then the effect of decreasingEM(zt ); an effect which cannot be undone
a change in the cut-off without contradicting the definition ofM(z) as a value function
Eq. (B.13).

We pass now on to analyze the following problem

1−σ
( )1−σ
arg max

λ
(λ) + βEM(zt+1) (1− λ) (B.14)
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which, by Proposition 2 is equivalent to the problem

arg max
λ

U(λakt ) + βE
[
D

(
(1− λ)akt , zt+1

)]
which appears in the statement.

The first-order conditions of this maximization problem readily imply thatλ increases
with a decrease ofEM(zt+1), that is with a first-order stochastic dominance increas
the distribution ofzt .

We study next the dependence ofλ on first-order stochastic dominance changes in
distribution ofzτ , τ > t . Let F(zt ) denote the cumulative distribution ofzt . Take a distri-
bution G(zt ) which dominatesF(zt ) in the first-order stochastic sense, and consider
distribution obtained by mixingF(zt ) with G(zt ):

H(zt ) = (1− α)F (zt ) + αG(zt ).

Recall that, by an infinitesimal increase in the first-order dominance sense in the
bution ofzt we mean an infinitesimal increase dα > 0 atα = 0.

Givenb andEM(zt+1), the cut-offλ is a solution of the following equation:

(λ)1−σ + βEM(zt+1)(1− λ)1−σ = (
λE

)1−σ + βEM(zt+1)
(
1− λE

)1−σ − b, (B.15)

whereλE = arg maxλ λ1−σ + βEM(zt+1)(1− λ)1−σ .
SinceM(zt+1) is a continuous function, dα > 0 has an infinitesimal negative effect o

EM(zt+1), that is dEM(zt+1) < 0.
Given b andEM(zt+1) the cut-offλ is determined by equation (B.15), whereλE =

argmaxλ λ1−σ + βEM(zt+1)E(a)1−σ (1− λ)1−σ . By the Envelope Theorem, (λE)1−σ +
βEM(zt+1)E(a)1−σ (1− λE)1−σ is unaffected by any infinitesimal change dEM(zt+1).

Once again, sinceλ > λE by construction of the cut-off in Proposition 2, a
sinceλ1−σ + βEM(zt+1)E(a)1−σ (1 − λ)1−σ is concave inλ, it follows that λ1−σ +
βEM(zt+1)E(a)1−σ (1− λ)1−σ is in fact decreasing inλ at λ = λ. The Implicit Function
Theorem on (B.15) now implies thatλ is locally decreasing inEM(zt+1). �
Proof of Proposition 8. Note first thatλI (zt ) is independent ofb, both if automatic
processing is determined by (A.1) or by (12)–(13).

We study first the dependence ofλE on an increase inb. Such a change has the straig
forward effect of decreasingEM(zt ). The first-order conditions of (B.14) then read
imply thatλ increases with a decrease ofEM(zt+1), that is with an increase inb.

We pass now to the analysis of the dependence ofλ on an increase inb. Givenb and
EM(zt+1), the cut-offλ is a solution of equation (B.15), whereλE = arg maxλ λ1−σ +
βEM(zt+1)(1 − λ)1−σ depends onb only throughEM(zt+1). From the definition of
M(zt ) in Eq. (B.13) it follows in a straightforward manner thatEM(zt+1) is decreas-
ing in b. Finally, sinceλ > λE by construction of the cut-off in Proposition 2, a
since(λ)1−σ + βEM(zt+1)E(a)1−σ (1 − λ)1−σ is concave inλ, it follows that(λ)1−σ +
βEM(zt+1)E(a)1−σ (1− λ)1−σ is in fact decreasing inλ at λ = λ. The Implicit Function
theorem on (B.15) now implies thatλ is locally increasing inb. �
We leave to the reader the straightforward proof of Proposition 9.
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